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Introduction

In the frame of COST Action 352 targeting the Influence of Modern In-vehicle Information
System on Road Safety Requirements, a synthesis of existing knowledge has been developed
to set up common methodological basis with the purpose to co-ordinate future researches in
this field across the European region.   

The first part of the paper describes the overall objective of the Action 352 and expected
benefits. In the second part some methodological reflections based on the literature review
will be discussed to outline relevant aspects and mechanisms influencing driving behaviour
and accident risk in connection with IVIS use. Since one of the fundamental research
requirements is to operationalize the impact by means of behavioural indicators, the Driving
Skill Index will be presented discussing the advantages of it’s use in the research on IVIS.

1. Objectives and goals of COST Action 352

The main objective of the COST Action 352 is to enhance road safety through the proper use
of In-Vehicle Information Systems (IVIS). ITS is clearly entering the markets and IVIS has
penetrated the vehicle fleet on a large scale over the past decade. This is expected still to
increase substantially. Without studies on the properties and proper use of these devices,
the potential for information overload on drivers is evident.

According to the present state of accident reporting, although incomplete, road crash
analysis shows that an increasing number is caused by the misuse or abuse of IVIS and
communication devices. COST Action 352 plans providing proven facts through
comprehensive driver behaviour analysis and research both by simulation and in real traffic
conditions capable of reversing this accident trend as best possible.

The study of driver attitude towards ITS and IVIS is essential to the implementation of safe
new traffic control systems combining both. COST Action 352 intends contributing as best
possible to understand the complexities of the subject with the aim of reducing road accident
risks through good designs and easily understood IVIS

The main expected benefits of the research by COST 352 will be to establish scientifically the
effects of increasing amounts of information provided by IVIS to drivers of all ages, and to
demonstrate how they could either contribute to driver satisfaction or distraction in road
environments. Driver education/information, national traffic rules and type approval
requirements arising from the availability of ITS combined with IVIS need scientific
justification: 
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• Concerning drivers, research will create a scientific base for a better safety evaluation
methodology which in turn could provide proposals and rules for driver education and
training;

• Concerning policies makers and stakeholders, the knowledge gained from this COST
Action is expected to provide information for use by policy makers and device
manufacturers on how to respond to the increasing public demand and range of
devices available. The research will cover private and professional public use of IVIS
equipped vehicles under different traffic conditions;

• Concerning vehicle and IVIS device manufacturers, future elaboration and
implementation of acceptable and comprehensive legislation will be considered in this
research. Indeed, road vehicles, their parts and equipment are the subject of strict
global type approval rules. These should neither exclude further technological
development nor forbid certain devices without scientifically based reasons. 

After the realization of Working Packages I and III dedicated respectively to the Inventory of
existing knowledge1  and Driver behaviour study preparative, the scientific programme of the
Cost Action 352 will proceed in the next months carrying out experiments throughout
European regions:

The WP IV group is concluding Driver behaviour studies by Simulation, while WP V group will
carry out Driver behaviour studies in real traffic conditions. These studies will consider
different IVIS functions applying methodological considerations, a part of which is exposed
below.

2. How to explore driving behaviour in relation to safety
requirements of IVIS? 

Analysing the existing literature on IVIS in the light of psychological concepts on driving
behaviour and crash risk (Summala, 1996), we have disclosed that many of evidenced
incoherence and research gaps can be a consequence of an insufficient attention to drivers’
characteristics and features (socio-demographic data, motivation, attitudes). When safety
prospective is adopted it is needed to consider that drivers react on changes in traffic
system, whether in road, vehicles, other users or their states, and these reactions occur in
accordance with driver’s motives and characteristics (Summala, 1996). 

The review on IVIS has revealed that one of the frequent biases in epidemiological research
exploring distractive effect of IVIS and crash risk consists in insufficient control of actual
exposure in relation to the characteristics of those who use modern IVIS devices (Horberry
et al., 2001, Sullman et al., 2004, Caird et al., 2004). 

Since more driving increases the probability of having an accident as do higher frequency of
use of in-vehicle systems not related to driving tasks (e.g. cell phone), young drivers are
exposed to higher risk because they tend to drive more using more frequently a cell phone
at the wheel with respect to elderly drivers. The latter drive generally less, are more
reluctant to be involved in multitasking, are less willing to use a phone. They are also
inclined to avoid impairment conditions (e.g. darkness) when driving, which typically play a
substantial part in serious crashes involving younger and middle age drivers younger and
middle age drivers (Brainn, 1980; Hakamies-Blomqvist, 1994, Summala and Mikkola, 1994;
in Summala 1996). This example shows that one of the mechanisms by which the group of
elderly drivers can compensate their risk is linked to the different exposure aspects.
                                          
1 The Synthesis of Existing Knowledge, has recently been published by COST Action 352 (June 2007).
Prepared by WP I under the leadership of Dr. Corinne Brusque (INRETS, France), a hard copy was
issued jointly with HUMANIST and INRETS. It can also be found on the COST website
http://www.cost.esf.org as well as on the dedicated COST Action 352 website http://cost352.epfl.ch.
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Therefore frequencies related to driving as well as to the use of IVIS need to be considered
separately distinguishing by different age groups (eventually other relevant characteristics
like gender, occupation, income etc.). 

In addition different driver groups are exposed to different traffic circumstances (time of day
and week, weather, visibility, type of road). Those factors vary together with inter-individual
factors: the driver population on the road changes from time to time, and thereby changes in
the road and traffic conditions modify the population at risk. For that reason also the
changes in traffic conditions in relation to the driver population could be taken into account
in the research when evaluating the effect of IVIS on crash risk (Summala 1996; Caird,
2004) . 

Furthermore driver populations vary not only “how much, when and where” they drive, but
also “how” they drive (DeSilva, 1942; in Summala, 1996). It is an increasing conviction
among researchers that the general attitudes toward safety are another important
determinant when evaluating the effect of IVIS use on crash risk. One knows that riskier
drivers usually accept higher level and amount of hazards and use their cell phones more
frequently and in a more inappropriate way (Poyesti et al. 2005; Hahn and Prieger, 2004;).
Thus frequent users of cell phone on the wheel can be a selected group of riskier drivers
(Wilson at al. 2003; Eby and Vivoda, 2003; in Poyesti et al. 2005). This means that even the
same amount of phone use may expose drivers to different levels of crash risk. In other
words the frequent users of a cell phone may be riskier drivers even when not used, thus the
impact on accident may be heterogeneous across driver population (Hahn and Prieger,
2005).

The observation of drivers’ characteristics and its integration into the methodological design
is essential; rather than estimating the probability of accident risk related to the use of IVIS,
it is necessary to individuate a baseline of accident risk for every single driver to discriminate
the driver population on a range from very careless to extremely safe drivers. 

3. The importance to assess individual risk level in research on
IVIS

When evaluating the impact of IVIS on safety, it is necessary to consider the general
attitudes between safety and risks as an important determinant of driving behaviour. Despite
the fact that many studies have been conducted in the past years on IVIS, only few of them
take into account the phenomena of risk compensation (i.e., behavioural adaptation) namely
considering a driver’s possibility of controlling the hazard level through different reactions on
changes in the traffic conditions. To observe appropriately drivers’ choices and underlying
decisional mechanisms, which influence the level of risk, it has been suggested to follow
Michon’s hierarchical model (Michon, 1985) dividing the task of car driving into three levels
of skills and control: strategic (planning), tactical (manoeuvring) and operational (control of
the vehicle). 

The strategic or pre-trip decisions, refer to high-level decisions making process of certain
type of car, trip goal, weather conditions, time of the trip, usage of phone or other IVIS,
etc., which influence exposure to risk on a general level and depend strongly on personal
characteristics as explained above (Summala, 1996; Poysti et al. 2005). 

The low level refers to behavioural changes adopted by drivers in dynamic traffic situation:
at the tactical level drivers negotiate current driving situation controlling the level of risk by
adjusting manoeuvres (e.g. choices regarding headway distance, overtaking choices, gap
acceptance, speed choices, obstacle avoidance etc.). The operational level refers to lateral
and longitudinal control of the vehicle. All these levels are connected by diverse mechanisms
translating strategic decisions into tactical and operational level and vice versa.
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This multi-level decisional model gives us a better idea about drivers’ possibilities to maintain
their risk at an acceptable level permitting to monitor the chain of reactions according to
changes in the traffic system. In fact to understand the impact of IVIS on driving safely all
possible responses and underlying mechanisms of risk compensation should be considered:
some studies on phoning when driving observed that already before the trip drivers influence
their risk deciding when, how and how much they will drive and if they will use or not their
phone whilst driving, and eventually under what kind of situation they will choose to use it.
These strategic decisions, influenced by drivers’ attitudes to driving and safety as well as by
previous experience with this specific situation, determine the level of risk, its entity and
modality in moment-to-moment traffic situation (tactical and operational level). At those low
level decisions the level of risk can be further modified by other behavioural adaptation:
safer drivers can avoid cell phones in critical or impaired situations, and when using it, they
can slow down increasing headways distance, even stopping, or interrupting the call. On the
contrary hazardous drivers accepting higher level of risk will adopt presumably different
patterns of behaviour enjoying greater multitasking involvement; in this case the use of cell
phones on the wheel can be then more frequent and less appropriate (Poysti et al. 2005 ;
Hahn and Dudley, 2002;). 

Similarly one needs to understand changes introduced by IVIS supporting the driving task
(e.g. navigators). These devices can presumably assist driving at the operational level, but
the increase in driver’s safety margins could be translated into adopting higher speed and/or
shorter headway distances, etc.  

Up till now the majority of behavioural studies observed driving behaviour at one level only,
often without distinguishing between driving performance and driving behaviour. In fact
drivers’ performance referring to maximum driving capabilities do not necessarily predict
accident involvement; it is rather driver’s attitudes to driving and safety that influence how
drivers use their skills (Lajunen and Summala, 1995). Today it is generally recognized that
drivers with excellent performance in terms of reaction time or vehicle control can still be
risky through a dangerous driving stile revealed by adopting shorter headway distance,
speeding, multitasking involvement, etc.

For that reason it is of fundamental importance to distinguish between driving skills (i.e.,
performance) and driving behaviour (i.e., driving style). The former can be improved through
practice and exercise and is referred to rapid and fluent car control and traffic situation
management, while the latter refers to the anticipatory accident avoidance skills. The
personal balance between manoeuvring skills and safety skills reflects drivers’ individual risk
levels. (Summer et al, 2006)

Being aware about the necessity to render operational the impact of drivers’ general attitude
to safety by means of behavioural indicators, Lajunen and Summala have developed the
Driving Skill Inventory (DSI) assessing the driving skills and safety skills (Lajunen and
Summala, 1995). The DSI, used in different epidemiological and behavioural studies, has
shown good reliability and predictive validity in different western cultures (Lajunen et al.,
1998) and more recently in Turkey (Summer and Ozkan, 2002) showing similar results.
Studies using DSI revealed that both driving and safety skills predict the outcome variables
directly related to accident risks. However safety skill seems to be associated more strongly
and negatively with much aberrant driving behaviour (Summer et al, 2006). 

Despite the fact that both aspects are separated in terms of their contents and their relation
to accident risk, a recent study confirmed that safety and driving skills are also interrelated in
an asymmetric relation: high level of safety skill compensate risky behaviour coming from
drivers’ overestimation of his/her driving skill. In fact drivers seem to incorporate safety skill
into driving skill by activating them automatically whenever driving a vehicle (Parker and
Strandling, 2001; in Summer et al., 2006). 

The existence of the relation between driving skills and safety skills suggests a hypothesis of
drivers’ classification in 4 categories (accordingly with results obtained by using DSI):
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Original: Lajunen, T., & Summala, H. (1995). Driving experience, personality,
and skill and safety-motive dimensions in drivers' self-assessments. Personality

and Individual Differences, 19(3), 307-318.

• “risky drivers” rating themselves as skilful and fluent, adopting a dangerous driving
style 

• “fluent and safe drivers” rating themselves as skilful but still adopting careful driving
behaviour

• “careful drivers” rating their driving skills and adopting careful driving behaviour 

• “aggressive drivers”, which adopt frequently dangerous driving choices despite
recognizing their driving skill as limited 

The possibility to assess drivers’ attitudes to driving and safety might be of a huge
importance in experimental studies on IVIS use bringing a new understanding on safety
requirement. Therefore following aspects should be considered in the future experiments
studying safety requirement: 

- The phenomena of behavioural adaptation (risk compensation) should be explored
using Michon’s hierarchical model permitting to capture drivers’ reactions at different
levels; all performance aspects related to safety/ risk need to be considered
separately  

- Drivers’ characteristics should be always taken into account shifting driver populations
by age and level of practice (novice drivers, elderly drivers, professional drivers);
other characteristics (gender, practice, occupation, income, etc.) can determine
exposure issues influencing accident risk 

- The effect of drivers’ attitudes to both driving and safety needs to be considered,
otherwise the research results can be confounded by sources coming from
uncontrolled variables

- The sample should be more heterogeneous with the representatives of different
typologies of drivers (from careless to careful drivers) to observe the impact of
different drivers’ attitudes to driving and safety on driving with IVIS. The DSI is a
useful tool to be used s a sampling strategy prior to experiments.
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